
Google is crazy!  (whatever)
submitted 11 hours ago by Bluetoothache

Finding out about their corporate environment is like lifting the lid
on Scientology. Cuckoo.
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Sort: Top

[–]  elitch2  13 points (+13|-0 ) 11 hours ago 

I am surprised we haven't had a full infiltration of fb and gogol, to
be honest.
This needs to be done.
permalink

[–]  Eualos  4 points (+4|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

Would you want to work there?
permalink    parent

[–]  elitch2  7 points (+7|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

Christ no. I don't have any relevant qualifications, anyhow.
Those Veritas guys should have a go.
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  SuperSaiyanCock  4 points (+4|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

Unfortunately Scientology has gotten the lid lifted on them many
times yet they still have a massive amount of followers and are
tax exempt.
This is probably one of the larger scandals over at Google but
people worship this company and believe they can do no wrong.
Nothing will come of this.
permalink

[–]  Draurgothoth  5 points (+5|-0 ) 8 hours ago 

Scientology is how the elites launder their money so...
permalink    parent

[–]  dellcos  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

So the art craze is over?
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  Hayashimo  4 points (+4|-0 ) 11 hours ago 

Google has been crazy and to be avoided for a while. This is just
more to add to the pile.
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permalink

[–]  gazillions  3 points (+3|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

Everyone that wants power now uses cult tactics. I think they
study them point by point to use on people they want to use, and
then end up believing their own bullshit. All our politicians have
done this. Every corporation. Non profits, NGOs. All culted out.
It's just another reason why people operate better with a national
religion so they have somewhere to put that inclination.
permalink

[–]  BoraxTheFungarian  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9 hours ago 

So where is the hope? I'm trying to stay positive here, but
you're depressing the hell out of me.
permalink    parent

[–]  DishingShitLikeA  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9 hours ago 

Preparing for the inevitable clash of tyrants and human
beings. Shit has been spiraling the toilet bowl for a long
time. When it goes down it's going to come back up
spectacularly. Heroes will fight it back or lose. It is the the
fight for survival.
Survival for a world of prosperity is your hope.
It is not going to be pretty.
permalink    parent

[–]  Tsilent_Tsunami  0 points (+0|-0 ) 6 hours ago 

If you're trying to stay positive, don't look where technology
will be in 20 or 20 years. But as they say, where there's life,
there's hope.
permalink    parent

[–]  LurkMoarFaggot  2 points (+2|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

(((Google))) nuff said.
permalink

[–]  dellcos  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

You can do this to most weaklings. Inflate their ego and you can
get people to really start going off their rockers. That's all it takes.
Flattery and fawning. I imagine most people in "tech" suffer from
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this to a degree as it's constantly praised as being so "hard" and
"complicated" and its "the future" and all that. Most farmers are
smarter than the people working for google. Being able to
memorize stuff doesn't make you smart and that's what almost
every tech professional has done. Memorize shit.
That's actually all anyone who works for a corporation does,
memorize stuff. Doctors are probably the worst overall. I'm the
spouse of a doctor and most doctors are TOTAL FUCKING
MORONS. I'm not even kidding. But the suffer from the same
delusions.
permalink

[–]  PlutoInCapricorn  0 points (+0|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

Pray tell us more.
permalink
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